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INTRODUCTION

As agriculture develops into an increasingly coEplex industry, new

problems are encountered, perhaps created by solutions to other problems.

One such problen: is maintaining a comfortable environment inside sivlne

Heat stress has long been recognized in swine as a cause for poor per-

formance, even deaths, of animals during w-arm suramer months. Tradition-

ally, swine in outdoor areas have been provided v-lth wallows to relieve

Confinement buildings present an added problem in that most are

unadaptable to wallows due to slatted floors or other considerations.

Also, ventilating rates are too high for economical use of traditional

air cooling devices. Therefore, new innovations are being used to frf

to maintain comfort in swine buildings during warm periods.

One such innovation is the use of night air to remove excess heat

from the thermal storage in solar collector systems. By cooling the

the daytime ventilating air through the storage, some cooling of a

swine building may be accomplished. «>.en considering the magnitude of

cooling load and ventilating rates, a lowering of inside temperatures

by even 10 F by using the cooled collector storage could result in

dramatic energy savings. For example, in a building 80 x 30 x 8 feet

inside dimensions, if the ventilating rate amounted to even one air

change per hour, a reduction of 10 F in the inlet air would reduce the

cooling load by over 3000 3tu per hour.
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Studi

PXVIEW OF LITERATURE

Swine Con-.fort and Perforniance

shown that swine perforx bettei

70 to Wi pounds converted feed to gain more efficiently at an ambient ten^p-

erature of 75 F, while hogs weighing 156 to 260 pounds gained more rapidly

at 60 F. Capstick and Vood (1922) suggested that the critical temperature

of a 300 pound hog was 21 C (69.8 F). Kazarian, et al . (1558) found a 10%

increase in growth rate and feed efficiency v,tien comparing feeder pigs con-

fined in ventilated and air-conditioned buildings to pigs in outdoor pens

Mangold, et al. (1967) concluded from their tests with finishing swine

that between 50 F and 75 F, self-fed pigs perfomed statistically the sair.e.

Above 75 F, feed intake and growth rates were lower than at 60 F, while

efficiency was higher. 3elow 50 F, feed intake was higher, but growth rate

and efficiency wer

Little work has b<

forn-.ance. Bond, et al

80 F. Karhnak and Aid:

. done specifically on sow comfort levels or per-

1952) concluded, by cbser/ation and weight gain

ows are more comfortable at 60 F and 70 F than at

h (1971) concluded that a range of 60 to 70 F

Hughes (1969) also show that heavier feeder hogs are .-nore comfortable

ly the



jrresponding drop i

feed during times of heat stress.

size. Roller, et al . (1967) tested a large number of gilts at three

di-%--bulb temperatures and four wet-bulb temperatures. At higher drj'-

buit teir.peratures, higher wet-bulb teaiperatures, and combinEtions of

the two, feed consumption and daily gain were lower than at lower temp-

eratures. Evaluated at 25 daj-s after breeding, the number of corpora

lutea was significantly affected by increased dry-bulb temperatures,

though the numbers of live embryo and percent embrj'o sur^dval were not.

They concluded that pre-breeding conditions were more influential than

the same conditions imposed after breeding. It was suggested that an

economic analysis of the benefits of en%-irorjriental control for breeding

stress per breeding.

Mahoney, et al . (1570) reported that the Oklahoma s-.ri.ne breeding

projec r a three year period, 2.C pigs f

rowed and 1.2 pigs weaned per litter more for springs farrowing compar

to fall farrowing. Thjey stressed gilts in heat chambers and found a

tendencv towards reduced n-om.bers of corpora lutea, fewer live embryos

lower embryo sur%'ival rates and smaller embryos when comparing the st

ed gilts to gilts housed at a constant 7A F . They found that the mos

critical period for stress was 1 to 15 days post-breeding.

Tompkins, et al. (1967) reported a relationship between heat str



of live embryos. They post

et al. (1976) reported no d

boars continuously housed i

in a controlled environment

after breeding.

that after 85 days of gestation, the

;he embryos would. Finally, Driggers,

5 in year round conception rate using

-itrolled environment and sows housed

jildings are y ventilated such that excess moistu

i odor can be rem.oved mile maintaining a tolerable air temperature

side the stracture. Bond, et al . (1959) investigated heat loss by

Lne. There are four means by which heat is lost: radiation, con-

ction, conduction and evaporation. Tne relative rates for each art

ven in Table 1 for various temperatures.

Table Effect c Tey = Percentage of

38.7
38.7
34.3

reproduced from Bond, '.



As one can see, evaporation plays an increasingly important part

in allowing the pig to maintain a more comfortable body temperature a

was from the lungs during respiration. As the dry-bulb temperature i

while lung losses tripled due to a sirdlar increase in the respiratic

lung losses at first increased, then decreased rapidly until tl-

for only one third of the total moisture loss.

Should the pig be unable to lose enough heat to its surroundings,

to help prevent heat stress in the animal. Mitchell and Kelley (1938)

estimated that a lactating sow produces 2966 grams of water vapor a day

under ordinary conditions and 11864 grams per day at and above 103 F,

while producing 6881 calories per day of waste heat. Similarly, a ten

pound pig would produce 800 calories along with 483 grams of moisture

under ordinary conditions and 1379 grams at high temperatures. A 25

pound pig produces 1350 calories and 582 grams of water at ordinary con-

ditions and 2328 grams of water at high temperatures. Bond, et al. (1952)

latent heat loss of about 200 Btu per hour per hundredweight. Further,

Bond, et al. (1959) reported that latent heat of approximately 1000 Btu

per hour needs to be removed for each sow and litter in a confined area.

It has been recomjnended by the Midwest Plan Service (1975) that a

ventilating rate of 210 cubic feet per minute per sow and litter be

provided in the summer. Morrison, et al . (1966) reported that, at



produced no statisticelly significant difference in growth of pigs,

while yiortison, et al . (1969) found that h-jirdditr has a significant

effect on rate of gain but little effect on feed efficiency. Kith such

studies in mind, ventilating rates are being recoumended now, by some,

of 100 cubic feet per minute per sow and litter. Also, Harman, et al.

(1968) reported that slotted floored pens contain ^2% of the water

the slotted floor type, and would therfore, perhaps, not require the

higher ventilating rates to remove moisture from the building.

Cooling of Swine Environment

Even at high, levels of ventilation, the lowest temperature in a

side air temperature. Tnerefore, the question arises about how to

lower the inside temperature so that the sows remain comfortable.

Follow-In^ the guideline of Bond, et al. (1959), trial calculations were

made of the cooling load of a 30-sow farrowing house (see Appendix A).

A cooling load of 249,013 Btu per hour was fo'ond to maintain 70 f and

5C;, relative humidity inside the farroiving house w-lth outside design

conditions of 93 F and 40X relative humidity. That figure represents

the problems faced in trying to economically condition the air at high

Several methods of cooling the inside environm.ent exist. Kazarian

et al. (1958) found that the air was dusty enough that a normal window

air-conditioner functioned erratically due to build up of foreign m.at-



buildings, Heitman and Hughes (1949) obser-/ed that hea-/y hogs were more

comfortable when on a wet concrete floor than on a drj- floor.

Sprinkling water on hogs has also been used to help them maintain

comfortable conditions. Culver, et al . (1960) observed little change

in respiration rate or body temperature of pigs sprinkled as the ambieni

temperature increased. Hale, et al. (1966) found that sprinkled pigs

feed conversion of the two groups was basically the same. Sprinkling

may cause a problem by increasing the humidity inside a confinement

building to uncomfortable levels. Also, small pigs in a farrowing housi

would be uncomfortable if wet, and it would be difficult to sprinkle

the sows without also sprinkling the pigs.

pig comiort. Kelley, et al . (1964) found the relations shown in Table

of up to more than 100 F.

Table 2. Heat Transfer from Swine to Cooled Floor^-

1 from Kelley, et al . (1964).



buted to reduced blood flow to the skin when in contact with the colder

floors. The pigs in this study were observed to be more comfortable,

outside wallows, but not as comfortable as if the air surrounding them

had been cooled. The authors also reported that water condensed on the

cooled floors, which resulted in an increased fly population. Spiliman

and Kinkle (1971) found the greatest heat transfer from the pig to the

of 75 F. Their analysis found that the heat transferred to the floor

and floor temperature. Floor cooling could have the advantage of cool-

ing the area where the sow would lay, but not the pig creep area in a

farrowing house.

Other methods have been tried to cool sows without cooling the pigs

in farrowing houses. Merkel and Hazan (1967) zone cooled sows by blow-

ing air on the sow, rather than cooling the entire environment. They

observed that sows zone cooled with 65 F air in a building with air

temperature of 90 F showed less loss of weight, more feed intake, and

better litter gain in the first two weeks after birth than sows which

had inside air at 90 F blown over them.

Lipper and McGinty (1961) assumed that at high ambient temperatures

swine depend heavily on evaporation of moisture from their lungs to main-

tain their body heat balance. Therefore, they provided cooled breathing
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Use of Solar Collector Storage

It becomes obvious that, for peak perforriance, sows should be pro-

tected from heat stress. As pointed out by Spillman (1977) this reduc-

tion in temperature could be provided, at least in part, by the use of

nocturnal cooling of the storage in a solar heating system. It was re-

ported that Manhattan, Kansas experiences an average daily temperature

range of 24 F, with a greater fluctuation on days when the high temp-

erature is above 95 F . By cooling the storage -^dth night air, then

dravdng the ventilating air for a farro%-ing house through the storage,

Spillman estimated that peak afternoon ventilating air temperatures could

be lowered by 10 F in the building, providing a better environjnent for

The use of solar storage units for cooling depends on the type of

system. Since the operation will be continuous, it should be such that

maintainance and daily human input are minimal. Such a system also

should use a minimum amount of electrical energy for its operation.

Since the storage temperature would not have large changes, nor very

high or lew tem.peratures, a minimum of controls should be necessary.

A passive, or nearly passive system therefore seems to be a possibility.

The exact meaning of "passive," as applied to solar energy uses,

is a somewhat cloudy term. Yellott (1978) reported on three official

definitions of the term "passive system."

First, a defir-ition compiled by the National Bureau of Standards

for the Department of Housing and Urban Development (KUD) reads: "A

passive solar heating system is an assembly of collectors, thermal stor-

energy and in which no energy in addition to solar is used to accomplish
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the transfer of theraal energy. The prime element in a passive solar

The second definition, also from HOT, is: "A 'passive' solar

energy system is one vihich uses the building stracture as a collector,

ment." This definition seems to ignore the use of thermosyphons as passive

The third definition was developed at the Conference on Passive

Systems at Albuquerque, New Mexico in May, 1976: "Passive systems use

the sun's radiation for heating and nocturnal processes for cooling;

heat distribution is accomplished by convection, radiation and conduc-

tion. Non-renewable energy used for movement of insulation, diurnal

valves, etc. must be sc small in amount that the 'Coefficient of Per-

formance" of the system, defined as the ratio of the useful heating or

cooling accomplished by renewable energy sources or sinks to the non-

renewable energy consumed, is greater than 50 to 1." In other words,

when heating or cooling can be accomplished with negligible use of non-

renewable energy, then the system may be called "passive."

Yellott further discussed three principal passive heating systems.

Type 1 is "Sun + Space + Building Mass Storage." A very simple example

of this type would be a window which lets solar energy into a building,

which then heats up the contents of the space. This type, when perm-

cooling. At best, it could be constructed to keep direct summer sun-

light from entering the space.
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A Eecond type is "Sun + Narural Convectior. + Storage," tvpifiec

fer fluids, such as air or water, to cause the fluid to flov, thus

transferring the thental energy. This t;-pe would be better suited to

cooling than t^^pe 1, but still has problems. The transfer fluid vjould

have to be cooled by some means, either radiation to surroundings or

potential for cooling would be relatively small, since therrcosyphon

systen-.s normally have a ten degree or smaller temperature change in the

fluid, v,-lth correspondingly low flow rates. Also, if cooling was accomp-

lished by heat transfer to ar.bient air, it stands to reason that the

taken, by the use of outside energy, to increase the potential for heat

Tne third fiye of passive system is "Sun + Storage Mass ^ Space."

This tjT^e includes the Indian pueblos of the Southwest and, more recently,

"drumwalls" and buildings which use the so-called "Trombe wall." Devel-

oped by E.L. Morse at Salem, >!assachusetts in the 1880's, Trombe and

transparent cover or covers. Some means are available for natural con-

to be conditioned, but most of the heating is by radiation from the in-

side surface of the wall. The wall sen-es, therefore, both as collector

and storage medium. Kohler (197E) recommended minimum storage for a

south-facing passive m.asonrj' wall of 150 pounds per square foot of glazing.
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Fahrenheit temperature change. The "druir.wall," developed by S. Saer

dnur.s are used as the storage medi-oin.

Modification of this last type >.'ere chosen for use as farrowing

house collector-storage units, as described by Spillman (1975), Murphy,

et al. (1977), and Spillman (1977). The systems described consist of

masonry walls through which the ventilating air for the buildings were

drawn, heating the air as it passed through, openings in the storage

wail. Thus, non-renewable energy is used only to power fans to aove

the air. Also, the arg-oment could be made that little or no additional

energy is required for the syster. because the fans must be present to

give necessary ventilation to the buildings anyway. The only additional

energy may, therefore, be considered to be that energy needed to over-

come the effects of the additional pressure drop of the system as the

air follows a path through the covers and the wall. Though not analyzed,

this energy requirement would seem to be small enough to satisfy the

requirem.ents of the third definition of passive systems given previously.

Solar energy, as well as any other energy fonr:, may be stored in

several ways. These include thermal capacitance storage, using rock,

water, or other appropriate medium, conversion of mechanical to potent-

ial energy, phase-change storage and electrical storage. Due to the

nature of the desired application, electrical and potential energy

storage are not acceptable methods here.

rne use of thermal storage in water, rook or masonry, and the use

of phase-change storage, such as eutectic salts, could be utilized for
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heating purposes. However, as pointed out by I>uffie and Beckman (1974)

most materials with suitable melting points have problems maintaining

consistency over repeated cycling. At the present time, eutectic salts

are also expensive

.

Packed pebble beds, consisting of loosely packed rock of consistant

size, are used for storing thermal energy. Godbey, et al. (197T) re-

ported on the performance of packed gravel bed storage under a resident-

ial house. Though their cooling system had not been tested, they esti-

the ambient temperature dropped below 70 F, and that just a 7 F temper-

ature difference between ambient and storage temperatures would result

in energy savings of 30.86 KIvli of cooling per day. One could conclude

that a swine building, with greater cooling and ventilatir.g needs than

a residence, could experience energy savings proportionately greater.

using air charged packed gravel beds for storage. Using storage under

the floor slab and in a confined enclosure in the conditioned space,

he concluded that the storage needed to be as large as possible and that

cooling could be provided with a buried bed ijhether cooled with night

Due to its relatively high percentage of void space, which helps

conduct heat very well, depending on convection for heat transfer.

Therefore, its use as a passive collector-storage unit for direct col-

lection of solar energy would be impaired. Concrete shares many of the
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is. Thus, it is better adapt-

able to the passive collector-storage wall concept.

There are advantages for using either water or concrete for stor-

age. Water u-ill store approximately one Btu per pound per degree

FahrerJieit temperature change, when in the liquid phase, and one cubic

foot weighs approximately 62.3 pounds. Therefore, 62.3 Btu per cubic

foot per degree could be stored. Concrete will store approximately

0.2 Btu per pound per degree, depending on the make-up of the mix. If

the concrete weighs 150 pounds per cubic foot, again depending on the

mixture, then approximately 30 Btu per cubic foot per degree could be

stored, roughly half that of water. Water, however, must be protected

from freezing, either by emergency auxiliary heat or some type of anti-

freeze solution. It also must be stored in tight containers to prevent

leaks. Still, the main advantage of using a concrete wall for storage

and collection, as pointed out by Spillman (1975), is that it is str-jc-

ings. Because the conventional south wall is not needed, the cost of

such a wail could be subtracted from the cost of building a collector-



INVESTIGATION

;ly affect

Objectives

Kith the preceding studies in mind, three objecti^i

cooling of a solar collector-storage systeir. for use in

ventilating air would be a feasible venture. Specifica

ventilating air temperature be lowered enough to signif

done economically?

the unit during the spring and fall when cooling ir.ay be desired during

the day, but heating needed at night. This knowledge could aid a

producer in T.anaging such a unit for the best year round performance.

rate and block spacing cooling of the blocks was optimal. Since

cooling of ventilating air is dependent on cooling the storage, such

an optimal situation should maximize the cooling potential of the

system. Also, the cptiiiial air flow rate should be dependent upon the

need for ventilation inside the building and the cost of suppling the

needed air flow. Higher rates would make a larger fan necessary,

i*ich could use m.ore electric energy.

rneory

In investigating the performance of a collector-storage s

ferent combinations of spacing and flow. For a system such



other oor.EiderationE v,t.ich need to be knowr: include Re>-nold'E number,

length of passage, and passage diameter.

First of all, when making calculations, a value for the hydraulic

diameter is needed to calculate Rernold's nuirier (Re). ASHRAE (1977)

suggests that the hydraulic diajr.eter for non-circular ducts equals

four times the ratio of cross-sectional area to perimeter of the duct.

Also, for parallel plates, the value equals tv-ice the distance between

the plates. Th,e question arises about which situation is represented

aspect ratios, the ratio of length to vddth of the passage, ranging

froiT; 14.5 to 29.0. The full-sized unit monitored had an aspect ratio

of approximately 32, C. Hartnett, et al . (1962) concluded that, when

6OO0<E6<5xl05, the correlation between circular tubes and rectangular

tubes with, equal hydraulic diameters held for all aspect ratios when

finding friction coefficients for flow, Huebscher (1947) concluded

that this relationship held only up to aspect ratios of 8, for mean

air velocities of 30C to 900C feet per irdnute. Frelininary calcula-

tions show that air speeds ranging from 50 to 200 feet per minute

be between 100 and 830. Since this topic was not well researched or

reported upon, it was concluded that the parallel plate treatment

gular ducts for calculations. For spacings of 0.25 inches, the differ-

ence in the calculated values for the hydraulic diameter is 6.5 per-

cent, which could be significant.



nEking calculations is whether flow is lami-

nar or turbulent. The Chemcal Engineer's Handbook (1963) lists the

transition from laminar to turbulent flow as ranging between Re of

2100 and 10,000 for tube flow. Likewise, McAdams (195A) gives values

of 2100 to 2500 to the Re corresponding to the transition zone.

Therefore, flow is considered to be laminar through the wall.

When considering heat transfer from the front of the wall as the

air flows over it, Re between 3500 and 10500 are encountered. Hol.man

fer coefficient, h, from a flat plate:

=rl/3 Rel/:Re^/^ (1)

of air with temiperature are too small to justify its evaluation for

each temperature, therefore, a constant value of 0.04A pound-mass per

foot per hour is used in all calculations. Inspection of tables in

Holman (1972) revealed that Cp, k, and Pr varied very little over the

range of temperatures considered. Tnerefore, values of 0.240 Btu per

pound-mass per Fahrenheit degree, 0.0154 Btu per hour per foot per

'rfl^en calculating the heat transfer in a duct, the length of passage

is important. When the air enters into the duct, a certain length is

necessary before the flow becomes fully developed. McAdams (1954)
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Such ratios for the tests reported here range fro3 about 32 to 64.

Knudsen and Katz (1958) reported that lengths of 50 tube diameters were

necessarA' for the formation of fullv developed turbulent flow, while

it was reported that the development length for laminar flow between

parallel planes is represented by the relation:

i| = 0.00648 Re (5)

b = plate spacing

Knudsen and Katz (1958) and Kolraan (1972) both report on a formula

for calculating the heat transfer in the entrance region of a duct for

Nu = 0.036 Re-6pr'-/3(^)"°^^ (6)

for 10 <L/de< 400

entrance region heat transfer could be obtained using the followlngi

Nu = 1.077 Pel/3 (^)^/^ (7)

for 100 < ?e de/L < 500

wiiere Pe = RePr (8)

ducts for use in a specified situations, where Pr = 0.7. Tney ares



1 T 0.0011 {(-f)/Pe
]''

where x is the point at >,tiich h is evaluated.

However, none of these requirements are met exactly by the situation

at hand. The wall temperature varies through the wall by as much as

at each location.

a duct. However, Hartnett, et al. (1962) reported that for low Re,

entrance configuration had little effect. Also, Knudsen and Katz (1958)

friction loss.

had been reported. HCVdams (1954) reported the following relation for

such flow!

Nu = 0.5 '^'^

^ '^P ^ (12)

This relationship was developed from studies with ducts with aspect

ratios of 6.43.

of the Nusselt, Prandtl and Reynolds numbers. By substituting the



appropriEte components for eac, ^.err,, n i_ .our.c 1.0 oe propo- t^uiid- uu

the air velocitr raised to some power, and inversely proportional to

the hvdraulic diameter, also raised to some power. The powers

depend upon wr.ich relationship is used. Tnerefore, theoretically, as

the velocity increases or the spacing decreases, the convective heat

transfer coefficient should increase until flow is restricted to the

point that the coefficient is decreased rather than increased. This

materials and Equipment

Studies were made using two different urAts. First, a small ur^t,

ifications. It consisted of a storage wall composed cf solid concrete

blocks with dimensions 3 5/5x7 5/S x 15 5/8 inches for large blocks,

and several smaller blocks half as wide to facilitate stacking. Tne

average weight of the 15 large blocks was 32. E3 pounds and the average

for the six smaller blocks was 16.08 pounds for a total cf 588.95 pound

of storage. Tne blocks were dry stacked so that they could be moved.

Their front surface was painted with 3-K Kextel''-- black pai

to a 22 inches by 2A inches surface. In front of the bloc

i-mil TEEL.A.R transparent covers spaced one inch apart. Sr

;ms is for description only and does r
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was £ cover of 1/2-inch plTOOod, spacec approximately 3/4 of ar,

f_^_ ^j^g TEDL-^P, covers. Tl-;iE represents a cover wr.ich could be

Benind the blocks was a planum. The sides were then covered

three layers of polj-urethane foair. insulation, each 1 1/4 inches

, and a sheet of 3/4-inch pljTirood.

Flov through the model was measured using an AS>!E long-radius floK

e as outlined in the ASME Power Test Codes (1959), The nozzle

ocated in a duct, isiiich opened fror. the lower center portion of

by sucking air through the model and out the duct. A

was used to measure pressure drop across the nozzle. See figure 1 for

For this model, a lev E series nozzle v.-:th throat diameter (c) of

0.75 inches was installed in a plastic pipe Kith a nominal inside dia-

meter (D) of three inches. A low £ series nozzle is one where £< 0.5

Here, S= d/D = 0.25. Following the guidelines mentioned above, the

located at the same point as the inlet pressure tap.

Tne guidelines call for undisturbed pipe six diameters upstream

and about 2.2 diameters domstream, or the use of straightening vanes.

These lengths, 18 and 6.6 inches, respectively, were more than met by

the plastic pipe used had a very smooth inside surface, so the air



(TF) (T4) (T8) (T12)

I fW) (TIN)



By using the dei.-point temperature of the room air, the measured

nozzle temperature, and the tarometric pressure obtained from the

Department of Physics, Kansas State University, the specific weight

of the air passing through the nozzle could be calculated. Although

the devpoint temperature was obtained for the room air, the heating of

the air as it passes through the storage is a constant 3:cisture process

The standard ASME (1959) formula for use wi

for long-radius flow nozzles was used to obtain

ssible fluids

The formula

K}^ = 359 CFF£d2Y,

Fa = therma!

Ya = expans:

(13)

of approach factor, 1//1 -5'*

throat diameter, inches
expansion factor

e"drop across the nozzle, inches of H2O at 68 F

.0 weight at inlet side of nozzle, po'onds per ft^

S= nozzle throat diameter divided by d

Fa = 1 and Ya = 0.99 were chosen from charts in ASME (1959). There-

Wh = 200.32 C / h„ T (13a)

The value for h„ was read from a mieromanometer at the start of

each cooling cycle. Values for C were calculated by iteration from

the formula from Benedict (1965);

C = 0.19A36 + 0.152884 (In Re) - 0.0097785 (In Re)2 +

0.00020903 (In Re)3 (14)
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An ir.tial suess of C = 0.95 >;as used tc begir. the iteretior.. Rej-nolds

n-onfeer, Re, was calculated, for the nozzle floK, fror. the flow show.

by the previous estimate for C. After obtaining the flow in pounds

pe- hour, it was converted to cubic feet per icinute. See Appendix C

Tne full-scale model was added to an existing farrovdng house at

It consists of a collector-storage unit eight feet high and 50 feet

long, Kith a net collecting surface of approximatelj- 38C square feet.

The wall consists of solid concrete blocks, 6 x £ >: 16 inches, laid

south wall of the building. Thie front surface of the blocks are painted

black. Vertical gaps averaging 0.1875 inches were left between blocks.

The total weight of the storage wall is approximately 31 tons.

the blocks surface, were fastened over the south side of the wall.

These covers were undergoing other tests and were changed several times

in the course of the study. Moveable plywood panels were in place

screen the surface from the sun during the cooling operation.

Two different means of m.easuring air flow were used. During late

s-umm-er 1977, a 16 inch propeller fan, 16S728, and orifice purchased

The fan was driven by a manually adjusted variable speed motor. When

coolir»g was desired, inlets to the building were closed and the fan

was manually turned on, blowing air into the plenum:, through the blocks
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floi.- rates were interpolated froE far. cur^-es fron-. measured fan speeds

During the fall of 1977, a grain bin was installed nearby which had a

duct leading to the plenum. Therefore, for tests in the summer of 1976,

the bin fan was operated to pull air out of the plen'Jir,. Air flow was

plenur. could be regulated by altering ambient inlets to the fan.

On the full-scale unit, the blocks were heated by the ventilating

air being drawn through the- during the day. The small model was located

means were necessar;- to heat the blocks. This was accomplished by

ducting heated air to the inlets to the model. In other words, the

inodel dealt only with air at the high; and low points of its range,

wriereas, the full-scale unit dealt w-lth fluctuating temperatures.

sized unit an Esterline Angus PD 206-4 data logger supplied the data in

recorded by a Campbell Scientific, Inc, CR5 system, in Celsius degrees.

The rest of the data was complied by a Sigitec 126S data logger, which

recorded a irdllivolt potential difference v,1iich was tnen converted to

Fahreriieit degrees.

Preliirdnary tests were taken begim-.ing in August 1977 with the

full-scale unit. Tne cooling cycle would begin when the backflushing

that on hot days, the ambient temperature would non fall below the block
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temperature -ontil 9:00 p.m. or later. Therefore, it vas atter.pted to

begin the cooling cycle at that time. Then, the duct into the building

waE closed off and the fan, on a variable-speed motor, was adjusted

to a predeterrdned speed. Data vras taken at air flow rates of six,

five and three cubic feet per minute of air per square foot of collector

temperatures of the concrete block storage, ambient teisperature and

age cooling mode. When not in the cooling mode, ventilating air was

being drai<T. through the storage into the building, at a rate of approx-

imately two cfm per square foot of collector. Tnis rate representee

the ventilation required for the swine inside.

data showed that from EiOO to 10:00 a.m. the ambient temperature would

normally rise above the block storage tem,perature . Again, termination

of the cooling mode was done at arbitrary times, though there was some

There were several complications that arose in the data taking

beginrdng in mad-August, the temperatures were almost cold, with high

am.bient temperatures failing to rise much out of the 70' s F range at

times. This was coupled vrith a relatively steady temperature, lacking

the large daily range common to summer weather. Tnerefore, data were
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eq-^ipment problems, wiJ different variable-

be pre

Delating froir. fan cun'es, it was thought that gross error might

By inspecting the data that was obtained, there v;a= no noticeable

the same 5-E F above the ambient iov: temperature at night during the

the winter using the model indoors. It was decided to look at the

air flov- rates and cooling cf the storage. Since preliirinari" results

of the summer bad shovr. no noticeable advantage of using the higher ai

flow rates, lower rates were considered, specifically, one, two and

three cfr. per square foot of collector. These rates would be more sui

able for ventilating rates for farrowing houses. Also, cooling was

not done by bacKflushing the model, but drawing air through it in the

The full-sized 'onit was constructed w-lth 3/16 inch spaces. Also,

several other existing units had been constr-jcted w-lth this spacing.

For these reasons, and projections of performance for the system,

spacings tested were 1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 inch. Tnis was considered to

be the applicable range for spacing. As shown ir. the theorj- section



of this report, the heat transfer rate should theoretically increase

with a decrease in spacing. Conceiveably, there could be a point mere

flow is too restricted for good performance. Therefore, these spacings

Air flow rates were set usir^ the 1/4 inch spacing. Since the

blocks used in the model wall were not the same size as the ones used

in the full-sized unit, there was sore area for air passages through

the model per square foot of surface. Tnerefore, an average velocity

of air passing through the wall was used to set the flow rates. With

the l/ii inch spaces, the velocity through the nodel wall was the saae

at total air flow rates of 5.21, 10.42 and 15.64 cfm as in the full-

sized unit for air flow rates of one, two and three cfir, per square

foot of collector area, respectfully. So that the effect of changing

the spacings could be studied, these air flow rates were used for all

spacings, rather than keeping the same velocities.

The nodel was kept in a room with a fairly constant temperature,

ranging in the low 70' s F. To heat the blocks for subsequent cooling,

drawn through the system by using a fan on a duct leading from the

plenum. Air flow rates were measured by using an ASME long-radius

nozzle, 3/4 of an inch in diameter. Pressure drop was measured across

the nozzle by use of a micromanometer . Once daily, normally at the

time when operatir^ modes were changed, the pressure was read and read-

ings for wet- and dry-bulb temperatures were taken with a sling psychro-

m.eter. When necessary, the flow was altered by restricting the outlet

area of the fan. Two different fans were used to supply t

range of air flow.



Control of v*ether the systera was in a heating or cooling node was

maintained by operation of the heated air source. During the first por-

tion of tests, the heater was turned off after the blocks were heated.

Room air, normally ranging from 70-75 F was then drawn through the

independently controlled, became very erractic after a time, varying

as much as five degrees in one hour. Tnerefore, inlet air was supplied

solely by the heater. The blocks were heated to a higher level, then

the heater was adjusted such that a 20 to 25 F temperature differential

existed between the war:nest air supplied and the coolest. In this way,

a more steady temperature was maintained by the cooling air.

Following the observations from the previous summer's tests, the

blocks were heated approximately 20 F above room conditions, when cool-

ing was to be provided by room air. Cooling then continued until the

blocks were within 5 F of the temperature of the ventilating air, or

all night, depending upon the timing of the test. All the operation

was manual, u-ith no automatic switching of modes.

During the fall of 1977, a grain bin was installed near the full-

sized unit. Included in the grain system was a duct which could draw

off air from the solar collector-storage unit as part of some separate

research. Therefore, the grain bin fan was used for moving the air

through the unit for testing. The fan was set at a constant setting,

the flow being altered by restricting the inlets for ambient air to

the fan. Flow was determined by the use of a pitot tube in the rectang-

ular duct leading from the collector unit. The tube measured the velo-
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: Vo is the \'elocit3- of the air flow.

for the 12 obser%'ations made at each test

locity. The density was obtained by read-

An average velocity pi

into the duct. Then, by finding the product of the veloc

area of the duct, flow was obtained. Data was taken at a



RESULTS AK) DISCUSSION

Suimner 1977

D-L^ring the summer of 1977, the solar collector-storage unit at

the Kansas State University Sklne Experimental Fanr. vas shielded from

the sun by plji^ood panels while ventilation, approrlmately two cubic

feet per minute per square foot of collector area, was being drawn

through it. Temperatures for ambient air, plenum, air and average block

are shown in figure 3 for the period of July 2C through July 26. An

inspection of this figure shows that there is a trend for the block

temperature to rise to within 5 to IC F of the high ambient temperature

for the dav, then fall to within 5 to 10 F of the nighttime low ambient

temperature, when thiere was a normal diurnal temperature change. Tne

plen-LLT. temperature, WT.ich reflects the tem.perature of the ventilating

air into the building, closely follows the patterr. of the block temp-

the plenum, temperature only rose to about 88 F.

one day of abnormal ambient tem.perature w-111 not cause a huge fluctua-

tion in the block temperature. The wall seems to react slowly to such

fluctuations, requiring several days of hot weather, for example, to

raise its average daily temperature very^ much. Secondly, on several

occasions, the plenum temperature is higher than either the storage

temperature or the am;bient during nocturr.al hours, while being cooler

then either of the others during the daytime.

Both of these phenomena can be partially explained by the physical

temperature. The average storage tem.perature is based upon three
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readings on the full-sized unit: the temperatures of the back surface,

front surface and middle of the wall. The riddle temperature is con-

sidered to be representative of the center half of the block, while

the surface temperatures are each taken as the temperature of 1/4 of

the block's vol-jjne. However, as it is heated and cooled, a temperature

gradient, or "wave," moves through the storage. Therefore, if the wave

peak occurs between points where the temperatures are read, the average

storage temperature calculated may not be a true indication of the

actual temperature. Also, this wave moves slowly within the wall,

such that more than one day of high ambient temperatures are needed

before the wave is moved far enough into the wall that most of it is

not moved out of the wall as it cools at night. Similarly, a peak

could occur such that the air, as it moves through the wall, could be

cooled more towards the rear of the wall, so that the plenum tempera-

ture is cooler than the apparent average storage temperature. Also,

heat could be conducted through the building wall from the interior,

causing the plenum temperature to rise above the storage temperature.

Finally, there are hygroscopic properties of concrete, which will be

While errors certainly occur due to the limited positions for

reading temperatures of the storage, such errors are not considered

readily apparent, obser\-ing the storage as the tem.perature wave is

moved back and forth illustrates another adaptation for the unit.

During the spring and fall seasons, there are many days vSiich are warm

during the day, but cool during the night. A farrowing house kept at

60 to 70 F may have need for cooling during the day, yet require
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heating at night to maintain comfort. By using the collector-storage

unit, the incoming ventilating air could be maintained at a more con-

stant temperature, eliminating the need for much, if not all, of the

heating and cooling which otherwise would be needed.

Later in the summer of 1977, the experimental unit was fitted

with a fan, so that, at night, outside air would be blown into the

plenum and out through the storage and covers. Air flow rates used

were six, five and three cubic feet per minute per square foot of col-

lector area. During the day, air was drawn through the storage into

the building at the rate of about two cubic feet per minute per square

foot of collector area. Equipment problems with fan motors delayed

cool, wet weather. Often the daily high ambient temperature was only

in the mid-80 F range, with 10 to 15 F diurnal fluctuations. Therefore,

the data collected during this period were somewhat suspect, and used

mainly for indicating which tests were needed in the future.

Overall, the -unit did not show a great deal of added response to

5 justify a strong c follow a

within 5 to 10 F of the nightly low, then heat up to 5 to 10 F of the

daily high. This pattern roughly held for all air flow rates investi-

gated. See figures 3 and 4.

During mid-September, the panels whdch had been covering the front

of the collector were lowered. The unit was backflushed at night mth

approximately five cfm per square foot of collector area, then had

normal ventilation of about two cfm per square foot during the day.
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See figure 5 for a graph of the system perfonriance. The storage, now

exposed to direct sunlight, heated up to around 100 F during the day,

and then cooled down by as much as 30 F at night. This cooling was

where the storage temperature was greatest, as well as greater differ-

ences in temperature between the storage and cooling air. Meanwhile,

ambient temperatures ranged from highs of 70 to 80 F to lows of 50 to

60 F. The plen-um temperature fluctuated quite a bit, though never drop-

ping nrjch below 60 F at night. Though the plenum temperature did rise

to near 90 F one day, it norm,ally fluctuated between 80 and 60 F each

day. This would suggest that heating would have been urmecessary for

the comfort of the sows, while any additional cooling needed would have

been minim,al. VJhile this plenum temperature represents a backflushing

mode, if the normal ventilation was drawn through the storage at night,

the plenum temperature at night should be higher than that found here.

Thus heating should be even less necessary.

Winter, 1977-1978

Kith these preliminary results in mind, tests were begun on the

m.odel housed in the laboratory area of the Agricultural Engineering

Department in Seaton Hall, Kansas State University. Since there

appeared to be no advantage to larger air flow rates, air flows relat-

ing to one, two and three cubic feet per minute per square foot of

collector area were used. The concrete blocks which comprised the

storage were spaced at 1/4, 3/16 and 1/8 inches at each air flow rate.

The storage was heated by ducting heated air to the inlets of the

model, to be drawn through the system by the fan. During the cooling
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mode, the heated air supply was stopped and room air was drawn through

at five points: front and back surfaces, and points four, eight and

discussed for the full-sized unit was used to obtain an average temp-

erature. Each combination of spacing and flow rate was monitored on

an hourly basis through three cooling cycles.

The data was analyzed using the Kansas State University Itel

computer system. Flow rates were calculated using the dewpoint temp-

erature, atmospheric pressure and pressure drop across the nozzle

taken at the start of each test and hourly readings for the nozzle

rate calculated at the begirding was delivered throughout the test.

the nozzle. However, the heating process was one of constant water

content of the air, therefore, the dewpoint temperature at the nozzle

should equal that of the room. It was found that the fan used was

inadequate to deliver 3 cfm per square foot as planned, but delivered

only about 2.S cfra per square foot.

Temperature data was recorded as degrees Celsius and millivolt

equivalents, therefore, conversion was made to degrees Fahrenheit.

Temperatures read in were five storage temperatures, ambient, plenum.



A relationship was then fo-jnd concerning the difference between the

air temperatures entering the storage (Tl) and entering the system (TC)

to the difference between the temperatures at the front storage surface'

(TT) and the air entering the system (TC). Using data from tests run

surface, the following relationship was found with the Least Square

Y = -0.1152 + 0.5797 X (16)

system, (Tl -TC)""'
X = Temperature of front storage surface - temperature

entering system, (TF - TC).

The correlation coefficient, R, was found to be 0.9894 and inspection

of data showed a strong linear trend. A value of 1.0 for R is a

perfect fit. The temperature of the air could therefore be found by

calculating Y, then adding it to the air temperature entering the

To calculate the h value for the cooling process, many formulas

in the passages through the storage wall ranged only from 55 to 310

feet per minute, with subsequent Rej-nolds numbers of 226.5 to 635.9.

Therefore, a formula was used which deals with transient heat flow in

system.s with negligible internal resistance. The formula, from

Kreith (1973) is;



of the systeiTi, here the storage
:eiiiperature of the air in the passages
:emperature of the system

relat

of the data in Appendix D shows that this is not entirelv true for

faces of the wall mar be as high as ten degrees. Kreith (1973)

the thermal conductivity of the body. Here, L is considered to be

the ratio cf the volume of the large blocks divided by the exposed

surface area, or 0.25 ft^/ 0.7E7 ft2 =C.31S ft. Eiot numbers for

projected values of h range froir. about 0.32 to 0.9S. Thiough the res

ponse of the storage wall does not fully meet the guidelines for use

-jought to

formula than with others available.

The h value desired is that dealing Kith the surface area in the

passages thrbugh the wall. Equation 17 deals with an h value over the

entire ex-posed surface, therefore its use is justified by several means

First, the A^ in the formula is only the surface area exposed in the

as the avei



was discussed earlier, and the plen-jjn teitperature. This is then the

average temperature of the air in the passages. Finally, the plenum

temperature is ver:. close to the temperature of the back surface of

the wall, there fore little hea t is transferred at that surface. Use

of these two temperafdres to a.verage for t minimizes the effect of

Other heat loss es, such as rad

urface on the cal

lation and conduc

culated h value.

walls to the room, raise h so.,ewhat through their effects.

To derive an average valule of h, the data from each test was sf.

ied to detemine When the plot of 1- .

^ -^«
To - T„

versus time was lineal

le first 10 to 15 hours. This time period was chosen because

Che length of time available for cooling under trje outside

IS. The linear relationship was desired to find an h value

indeed indicative of the system performance. The values of

uared Method to derive the slope of the line, which was then equal

to '—
:^-rr- in equation (17). Therefore!

Cp p V

h = - Elope "^^^^
"

(18)

while the specific heat of the concrete was assumed to be Q.1S5 3tu/lb-F.

Therefore, CppV was taken as a constant equal to 108.965 Btu/F for

this study. The value for Ag varied with the spacing used, but was

a product cf the number of passages, IS, the length of the passages,

15.625 inches, and twice the sum of the height of the passage, 3.625

inches, and the spacing between blocks. Substituting these constant

values into the calculation of A^ leaves the following relationship:

As = 468.75 (3.625 + Spacing)/ 144 in2/ft2 (19)



Therefore, the calculations yielded an average h value for eat

along Kith calculated values for slope of the In ^'^ ' ^° vei

line, the intercept of the line, and a correlation coefficient

The intercept is an indication of hoK well the data fit, becai

=pt) -^- T„ - T„

Though there is no quantitative measure for what an acceptable experi-

' mental value for the intercept uould be, the calculated values seemei

to be t-lthin reasonable error of 1.0.

Appendix C shows the computer program, used. Appendix D lists

(20)

Tne folloKin

= Heat Transfer Coe

Air Flow Rates,

1.026
0.936

1.030
608 1.562 1



E Appendix E for detailec

jeE showed that spacing and flow

, tested at the ci = C.05 level,

, The effect of the interactior

The average values for each combination were compared, using the Least

Significant Difference (LSD) test, to find which ones were significantly

different froir. the rest. These were fo'jnd ti

iverage alue

3/16
1/8
1/4

3/16
1/8
1/A

3/16

1 level.

What Table 4 shows is that, at the low flow

little or no significant effect, while the effect is increased with

increasing flow rates. Also, it shows that the values for the 1/4 and

1/E spacing are never significant!}- different fron. each other at equal

flow rates, while the 3/16 spacing shows increasing significance with

increasing flow rate.



ering the formulES reported on earlier. These fomulas have h as a

function of the velocity of air through the passage. The velocity- is,

of course, a direct function of the flow rate. Thje RejTiolds number for

each flow rate is the same- for each spacing, the Rej-nolds number being

a function of velocity and spacing. When considering the formulas, one

could conclude that the h values could actually be the same for each

flow rate regardless of spacing, due to the equality of the Refolds

The tests with 1/4 and 1/E inch spacings followed this prediction,

while the 3/16 inch spacing test did not. Several possibilities exist

to explain this behavior, besides the possibility of an error in the

1/E spacings than for the other tests, it was thought that possibly

more heat could have been lost through conduction, convection and rad-

was made of the model. The means by v,t;ioh the storage can lose heat

are by conduction thirough, the sides, top and bottoir, of the model, con-

vection to the incoming air before it enters the storage Kail, and rad-

Conduction can be calculated from "P." values relating to the resist-

ance to heat floK through the components of the model. Where the stor-

age blocks were in contact with the model, R values of 25.05 hr-ft2-?/Btu

for the sides and top, and 25.67 hr-ft2-F/Etu for the bottom were cal-



5nce betw^een the average stc

temperatlire.

ir as it nc

=d heat c;ar, be caIculated b;

R values would be decreased approximately t«c percer

ther. be calculated froir. the

through the storage. This

finding the rise in the air temperature as it moves through the pas-

sages in the storage wall. Then, by finding the pounds of air moving

through the sj'steir., the amount of heat needed to cause the temperature

rise can be calculated.

Similarly, the temperature rise in the air from the point where

how much heat was added to the air due to convection from the covers

and the front storage surface and due to conduction to the air through

temperature surrounding them. Heat is radiated through the transparent

covers, between the covers, and from the covers to the storage and

plj-wood cover. Though their mass is quite small, and therefore, their

heat storage capacity, the covers can absorb some heat, which is then

either convected to the air or thermally stored in the cover.

transparent covers is radiated to the room. Also, som.e natural con-

parent cover would occur.



analysis of the model, these losses were 1-amped together as the differ-

ence between the total heat loss of the storage and the other means of

heat loss mentioned earlier. The loss by the storage was calculated

using £ value of 0.165 Btu/lb-F for the specific heat of the concrete

In actual applications, one more source of heat loss or gain is

present, the result of hygroscopic properties of the concrete storage

wall. Thje heat of absorption for water into concrete is approximately

1300 Etu per pound of water absorbed, this beir^ heat giver off as the

water is absorbed. Tests reported by Spillman, et al. (1978) showed

that one half pound of water could be absorbed per cubic foot of

storage when the temperature fell from 120 F to 60 to 70 F in a period

of one to two days. Thiough such temperature extremes are more common

for winter heating uses than summer cooling, a 10 F drop in storage

temperature could be accomparded by the absorption of 0.0833 pounds

of water per cubic foot of storage, or the release of about 108 Btu

The effects of this reaction may be significant under certain

conditions. Should a period of cool, humid weather be followed by

a hot, dry period, cooling performance may exceed expectations. The

ing potential of the storage. Then, when hot, dry air is circulated

through the storage, the moisture would be transferred to the air from

the storage. Tnis would also occur on a smaller scale

during most daily cycles, when cool, moist nigrit air would add



moisture to the storage, while the warm, dryer daytine air wouj.d pick

the moisture back up fron the storage.

For the tests run indoors, the hygroscopic properties should not

have had any significant effect. Relative humidities were fairly

constant for all tests, and at low levels between 20 and 30 percent.

It was assumed that under these conditions, hygroscopic effects would

be minimal, and what effects were present would be relatively constant

for all tests made. Therefore, no direct provision was made to analyze

Using these assumptions, the contribution of the various means of

heat loss relative to the total heat lost by the storage was found to

remain basically the same regardless of spacing, though some differences

occur between different air flow rates. This difference probably relates

The results at one cfm per square foot air flow rate ranged as

follows; heat gained by air as it moved through the model, 45-53;; of

the total lost by the storage; conduction losses, 15-207.; convection

flow rate, the contribution of each means of heat loss were 55-60%,

5-15%, 20-25%, 5-10%, respectively. The results for three cfm per

square foot were 65-70%, 5-10%, around 25%, and less than 5%, respect-

ively. Though this adds validity to the methods used to collect data

and shows an increased effect of the ventilating air, this analysis

does little to explain the higher h values found with the 3/16 inch



tions, the topic of floK patterns has not beer, ver^' well defined for

loK Rej-nolds n-jmbers encountered in these tests. Tne effects of ent-

rance regions iright have some significance, though, using equation 5,

the floK development lengths are never much over two inches, and the

about one inch, or 6.25% of the total flov length. Also, if tJ-ie ent-

and l/£ inch spacings should shoK thie greatest discrepancy, when in

fact, the-/ were not significantly different.

rne action of the air in these passages could be such that the

true area available for heat transfer is lower than the area used in

the calculations. Tne effective heat transfer area may be, in fact.

only the large surf

a

on either

to the spacing at the top and bottom of each passage. A decrease in

the effective area would, as shown by equation IS, increase the h value

calculated. However, this change still would not e>:plain the trend in

the h values calculated.

It is possible that some kind of flow separation may take place,

which could lower the h value for 1/8 inch tests. Flow separation

may occur in entrance regions and result in little or no air flow next

to the surface, and may continue for an indeterminate distance. This

would result in poor mixing of the air as it passed through the storage,

passage would heat up quickly, and, due to a smaller teii^perature gradient,
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less heat would be convected to that air further along in the passage.

The air flowing in a stream in the center of the passage would not

show much effect of the heat transfer. One would expect to see this

occur more in the larger spaced passages, though, as surface roughness

and other considerations would tend to keep the air better mixed in

the smaller passage.

The smaller passage, due to its greater restriction of flow, may

have less effective area than the larger passages. Perhaps its small

dimensioned surfaces are not involved in the heat transfer process,

while those of the larger passages are. The literature does not provide

any indication of a reaction such as this, so until more specific stud-

ies are done on this phenom.enon, the conjecture is that the flow pattern

is altered by the 1/8 inch spacing, m.aking the 3/16 inch spacing pre-

collector surface. See figures 6 and 7 for graphs of the system's

performance

.

From the graphs, it is apparent that the higher air flow rate cools

the storage more than the lower flow rate. Under similar ambient cond-

more fluctuation under the higher air flow rate. The plenum, tempera-

ture, which represents the air temperature entering the building, peaks
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day with air flow rates of 2.95 ofin per square foot. MeamAile, with

the 2.07 cfm per square foot rate, the plen'jui temperature raises nearer

to 5 F of the high ambient temperature. Similarly, the storage tempera-

ture lowers to about 10 F of the ambient low with the 2.95 cfm rate,

i*iile the storage temperature remains closer to 15 F above the ambient

low for the lower air flow rate. In other words, the higher air flow

apparently cools the storage more, and therefore provides more cooling

to the ventilating air being drawn through it.

To quantitatively analyze the performance under these conditions,

some parameter had to be chosen for comparison. The h value used for

the model is not easily calculated for this unit because, due to the

arrangement of the blocks in the storage wall, the area for heat

transfer is not well defined. The wall was laid up containing trans-

verse air spaces, as well as spaces through the wall.

Therefore, an (hA) value was calculated for each test. This is

a value of dimension Btu per hour per degree Fahrenheit which comes

from the equation

Q = h As At (21)

To calculate this value, Q was obtained by calculating the heat

storage. Then, A t was found as the difference between the storage temp-

storage and the plenum temperature. Tlie quantity hA was then simply

Q/At.

The h.*! values calculated were then 3072.2, 1910. S and 2630.3

(average, 2537.8) for the 2.07 cfm/ft- air flow and 3041.5, 2963.4

and 2917.0 (a\-erage, 2974.0) for 2.95 cfm/ft^. There is quite a spread
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in the values for the lower air flow. The daily fluctuation in ambient

temperature was not as great as the average for the first test, which

may partially explain the high value for that test. Due to the limited

data and the downward trend in ambient temperature for the tests at

the lower air flow rate, the comparisons between the two flow rates

may not be ver>' good. However, the data does show how the system would

work. The average value for the low air flow rate is 14.67 percent

lower than the value for the higher air flow, indicating that the higher

air flow does provide for better cooling performance of the system.

its performance. First, by using this system, the temperature of the

ventilating air may be lowered by 10 F from the peak ambient temperature.

Even if no other cooling were provided, this drop in temperature could

provide a much more comfortable environment inside the building for

the swine. Secondly, obser-ving th.e curves in figures 3 and 6, it

seems that, for maximum comfort for sows in the building, when the

storage is being cooled at night, ventilating air should be drawn into

the building by means other than passing through the storage first.

In the spring and fall, when nights m,ay be too cool while the days

ventilating air. As illustrated by figure 3, the storage wall has a

strong moderating effect on the plenum air temperature. During the

flushed to the outside of the building. Also, it should be noted that

other means of heat, such as heat lamps, may be needed for baby pigs

should the inside temperature drop too low.
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Additional storage cooling may be obtained by lowering the outside

cover at night to allow more radiation loss frorc the storage. Though

such methods have been used in residential applications, a farmer with

a system such as this would probably rather not be bothered with the

task of lowering covers at night and raising them in the morning.

Therefore, until some means are devised to mechanically raise and lower

them, the covers will probably have to remain up during the entire cool-

The common method presently used to rate the efficiency of cooling

equipment is with a "Coefficient of Performance" (COP), which is the

ratio of energy removed by the system to energy used by the system.

The main source of energy used by this system is electricity to power

the fans. A small amount of energy may be used in actual applications

to open and close shutters, but this would be an insignificant amount

when compared to the total.

The COP may be maximized by increasing the cooling or by decreasing

the energy input. To increase the cooling, either an increase in cool-

ing potential or a decrease in heat gain through the system's structure

Present units are fairly well insulated on the ends and top, such

that increases in thickness may not be economical, especially consider-

ing the small area of the ends. Th^e front surface is shielded by the

plywood cover from radiation. There is still transfer of heat into

the storage through the front, however. This could be decreased, to

a degree, by installing temporary insulation panels on the front rather

than the plywood covers. This would, probably, result in higher mat-

erials costs, increased labor and more maintenance. The added bother
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A- increase in cooling potential could be accoir.plished by the

unit covers the entire south side of the building. As mentioned ear-

lier, Forbes (1977) provided storage inside the conditioned room. This

would necessitate more air being moved, however, as well as occupying

space inside the building. The block wall could be made thicker to

provide more storage capacity. However, results seem to show that the

present 16 inches is already thick enough that the temperature wave

does not penetrate the entire wall during operation under normal con-

ditions. More storage capacity, therefore, may not result in more

usable storage.

Since the air drawn through the wall to be cooled is the necessary

ventilation for the building, the manipulation of air flow to obtain

maximum cooling is minimal. Velocities of air will depend on the vent-

ilating rates rather than storage unit performance. It is, however,

possible to regulate the cooling of the storage unit so that the storage

is cooled as much as possible. This remains the best method to increase

the CO? due to maximizing the cooling done.

To get the minimum energy input, fan sizing is important. A

separate fan is normally used for cooling the storage than is used to

provide building ventilation. Thus, this fan can be more carefully

sized to provide the air flow needed. The cooling system has been

separated from the ventilating system as described by Murphy, et al.

(1977). If the systems are not separated, then a variable speed fan

could be used to change flow rates for different situations, though
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svEtems has been estimated by Spillman (1978) to add about SI per

sq-^are foot of collector to the cost of the solar collector-storage

system. This cost would not be prohibitively high.

Normally, fans with larger outputs are more efficient than those

with less output. Also, variable speed fans have lower efficiencies

than single speed fans, and their efficiency goes down when operated

below capacity. One manufacturer offers fans with efficiencies ranging

from 9.1 to 17.8 cfm per Watt of input. Variable speed fans adjusted

Also, due to flow patterns and the dynamics of the system, one

fan can service about 60 feet of length. If longer, too much air

passes through the wall before the flow reaches the ends, preventing

designed such that one large, efficient fan, or some multiple of

efficient fans, can provide the air flow for the entire unit. This

could limit the building to something smaller or larger than desired.

As an example of the COP possible with this system, consider a

h}T>othetical collector 60 feet long and S feet high. If three cfm

per square foot of collector surface area is used to cool the storage,

a fan delivering 14A0 cfm is needed. An Aerovent VF 145 with a 14

inch propeller will deliver 1570 cfm with power input of 170 Watts.

This is more air flow than needed, actually 3.27 cfm per square foot

If it is assumed that the cooling period is 12 hours, that the

storage heats up 10 F while cooling the ventilating air, and that the



specific heat of 0.185 But/lb-F, then:

jat removed from ventilating air = 8 ft x 60 ft x 160 Ib/ft^ x
0.185 Bt-j/lb-F X 10 F/day

= 1«2,080 Btu/day

lergy input = 3413 Btu/Kivhr x 0.17 Kw x 12 hr/day = 6963 Btu/day

; the "Energy Efficiency Ratio" (EER), the ratio of Btu's of

>oling to Watt-hours of power input. Here, the EER w

Conventional cooling equipment normally has COP in the range of

2 to 3 with EER ranging to a maximum of approximately 12 to U. So,

tional systems. As mentioned earlier, a passive solar cooler has a CO

greater than 50, therefore, this case is not passive. Changes could

be made in the system to improve the COP, but values greater than 35

would be hard to achieve with this system. Still, the system is much

more efficient than conventional units.



CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions may be drawn from the previous discussion.

First, the nocturnal cooling of a solar collector-storage system is

feasible to provide a more comfortable environment inside a swine

building. The research showed that ventilating air temperature may be

reduced up to 10 F below the ambient temperature. Also, this cooling

can be obtained much more economically than by conventional methods,

with a Coefficient of Performiance of 20 to more, compared to conventional

systems with values of two to three.

Secondly, in the fall and spring, such a system can provide cool-

ing during the day when the ambient temperature rises above comfort

levels for the sows inside the building, as well as add heat to the

fort level. This capability, coupled with summertim.e cooling, should

Thirdly, the optimal combination of flow rate and block spacing

surface and 3/16 inch, respectively. Though an exact reason was not

found for the superiority of the 3/16 inch spacing, the performance

in the test showed it to be superior to either 1/4 or 1/8 inch spacings.

Closely monitored tests were m.ade with the model with air flow rates

of one, two and three cfm per square foot, and increasing the flow

rate each time was found to give better performance. As only a limited

time is available to cool the storage each night, the flow rate must

provide that cooling in a 10 to 12 hour period. Though tests with



high air floK rates were not conducted with the model, preliminary

high as six cfn per square foot did not increase the cooling performa

bej'ond that at three cfra per square foot.

Finally, inspection of graphs shows that a separate system shou]

be installed to cool the storage such that the air is flushed to the

outside after picking up heat from the storage, rather than being

drawn into the building all night. This will prevent heated air ente

ing the building when the nighttime ambient temperature does not go

below comfort conditions for the sows. Though some cost is added

by their use.



SUMMARY

This study dealt vdth the performance of a solar collector-storage

system under summertime conditions when it is desired for the storage

to be at a temperature below ambient conditions so that ventilating air

is cooled as it is drawn through the storage into the building. It

was desired to know if such nocturnal cooling would be feasible, both

economically and practically. Also, the performance of the system during

fall and spring when days are warm, and nights are cool was researched.

Finally, an optimal combination of air flow rate through the storage

and spacing between concrete blocks in the storage wall was found.

Tests were made in a unit comprised of a dry stacked concrete

block wall, 50 by 8 feet. Two transparent covers and a plywood cover

fan located at one end of the space between the block wall and the

existing building wall. Preliminarj- tests showed that the temperature

of the ventilating air could be cooled about 10 F below the high ambient

flow rates of three, five and six cubic feet per square foot of collector.

Further tests were conducted using a small model representing a

section of storage wall txvo feet square. Using the previous study as

a guide, air flow rates of one, two and three cfm per square foot and

wall with 1/4 inch spacing was the same as the velocity through the

full-sized unit with one, two and three cfm per square foot. The same
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It was desired to calculate an average value for the heat transfer

coefficient, h, for each test. Existing relationships to calculate h

under forced flow deal Xvith greater flow rates and velocities than

encountered here. Also, the snail dimensions of the width of the

passages creates a situation not well researched. Therefore a method

was used which was developed to analyze a hillet placed in a different

With this method of analysis, it was found that the highest h value

was for the 3/16 inch spacing with three cfm per sa.uare foot flow rate.

A statistical analysis showed that for all air flow rates, the 1/8 and

1/4 inch spacings performed without significant difference from each

other. The reasons that the 3/16 inch spacir.g was found to be superior

were not clear, but was thought to relate to different flow character-

istics through the wall.

Following these results, further studies were conducted with the

full-sized unit, which was constructed with nominal 3/16 inch spacings.

Studying the perfonnance with air flow rates of two and three cfm per

square foot, the higher air flow rate was again found to be superior.

Because of the method of construction, the area available for heat

value, a value for the product of h and the heat transfer surface

area was calculated. This value was found to be 14.7 percent higher

for the higher flow rate.

Inspection of graphs of the system's performance showed that at

three cfm per square foot, the storage cooled to within about 10 F of

the low ambient temperature at night, while the air temperature into



during the da;-. At the lower flow rate, the storage cooled only to

10-15 F of the low ambient temperature '^tiile the ventilating air

temperature was lowered only about 5 F from the high ambient temperatur

of 3/16 inch spacing with three cfr, per square foot air flow was

optimal. The system produced coding which can help maintain comfort

levels for swine with a Coefficient of Performance of 20 or more,

much higher than conventional cooling equipment. The use of this

system in the fall and spring could help provide ventilating air with

Tess temperature fluctuation than ambient conditions, providing cool-

ing during warm days and heating during cool nights . Such uses can

expand the time that the system can be used, thus offsetting some

added expense and management wiiich the system requires.



SUGGESTIONS FOK FUTURE RESEARCH

block spacing or. cooling. Though this study showed that a 3/16 inch

spacing was best, the theory- involved did not substantiate this out-

Also, in conjunction with the above, possibly a better means of

Some simplifj-ing assumptions made in this study may have affected th

accuracy of the calculations. By using a more controlled study,

Some study could also be made of the heating properties of the

block storage wall. This study dealt only irlth the reaction of the

results



strjctlon details: 30 sow farrowing house, wirh the length

Walls: Steel siding, 2x4 studs, ^h inches batt fiberglas

insulation, 3/4 inch plvwood interior.

R = ir
,

U = 1/R = 0.0909 Etu/(hr-ft"^-F)

Ceiling and roof: R = 19, U = 0.0526 Btu/(hr-ft2-F)

Inside dimensions: 80 x 20 x 8 feet

ide design conditions: 70 F, 50% relative humidity

side design conditions: 95 F, 40% relative humidity

Sorth wall:

South wall;
East wall:

; heat gain from 30, 200 Wat

isible load = 4413 + 30,000

; heat lamps for pigs:

20,500 = 54913 Btu/hr

7 = 14.26 ft-^/pc



12623 lb d.a./hr x (38.4 - 25.4) Btu/lb d.a. = 164,100 Btu/hr

Therefore, total cooling load = 54913 + 30,000 + 164,100 = 249013 Btu/hr





res for Air Flow Rate of 2 cfra/ft^, 3/16'

It -v-as felt that the value for Tl was a f^^nction of Soth TC and TT",

by usir.2 temperature differences a good approximation for Tl could

found. Plots of (TF - TC) versus CTl - TC) appeared fairly linear,

except for the first point obtained ^fith the tivo cfm/ft2 air flow i



ZX = 126.87 Sx2 = 808.05
TY = 71.15 rY2 = 256. 3(1

IXY = !.54.51 n = 22

) 5.77 = -.1152



Y = -0.1152 + 0.5797 ;(
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1 Analysis of Calculat

I. H^: '•" 1/4 = '^3/16 =ul/8 = u space
'^^

; the alternate

Uncorrected SS total = 63.9525

Uncorrected SS spacing = 60.3419

Uncorrected SS flow = 63.2014

Uncorrected SS corabination = 63.6706
= 63.9525 - 63.6706 = 0.2819

3545 .17725 11.31S 3.55

2140 1.607C 102.611 3.55

1147 .02868 1.831 2.93 10

2519 .01566

Conclude that spacing and flow rates have significant et^ect

values, but that their interaction does not at the 5% level.

: interaction, n = 3: LS

r spacing and flo«, n = i
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This

1 solar collector-storage

= perfoi

1 for

desired to know if the storage could be cooled at night by movir.g am-

bient air, at a lower ter.perature than the storage, through the stor-

age. Then, by passing the ventilating air through the storage during

the dav, cool air could be drawn into the building. Economic con-

siderations were included in deciding whether this would be feasible.

spacing of the dr:.-stacXed concrete blocks that make up the storage

and fall when daytime temperatures are above swine comfort levels

while nighttime temperatures are below these levels, result m a more

comfortable environment inside the building.

«ta"e University Swine Experimental Fann and with a model representing

a section of collector-storage wall two feet square. Preliminary

tesis showed little effect of air flow rates on cooling performance

with the full-sized unit.

Tests were then run with the model, using air flow rates repre-

collector surface, and block spaoings of 1/3, 3/16 and 1/6 inch. A

value for the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, was calculated

for each combination and used for comparison. A high h value was

desired because only 10 to 12 hours is available each night for cooling



The analysis showed that the best combination tested was 3/16

inch spacing with three cfir. per square foot flow rate. There was no

statistical difference between the 1/8 and 1/4 inch spacings at each

gathered from previous research ivith the full-sized unit.

Further tests with the full-sized unit, which was constructed

with 3/16 inch spacings, showed that the cooling performance -Adth

three rather than two cfm per square foot was better. It was found

that the ventilating air temperature could be reduced up to ten degrees

Fahrenheit from the peak ambient temperature. Such a decrease in

through the storage continuously, the nighttime air temperature in the

building could be raised above the ambient conditions. This would

The cooling capabilities of the system are secondary to its pri-

marj- use of heating the ventilating air during the heating season.

cooling performance. In judging the efficiency of the cooling, a

hypothetical Coefficient of Performance (COP) was calculated as 20.4.

This compares favorably with conventional air cooling equipment whose

COP normally fall in the range of two to three. Some changes could


